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Abstract 

The Hymenoptera Genome Database (HGD; http://hymenopteragenome.org) is a genome 

informatics resource for insects of the order Hymenoptera, which includes bees, ants and 

wasps. HGD provides genome browsers with manual annotation tools (JBrowse/Apollo), 

BLAST, bulk data download and a data mining warehouse (HymenopteraMine). This 

chapter will focus on the use of HymenopteraMine to create annotation data sets that can 

be exported for use in downstream analyses. HymenopteraMine leverages the InterMine 

platform to combine genome assemblies and official gene sets with data from OrthoDB, 

RefSeq, FlyBase, Gene Ontology, UniProt, InterPro, KEGG, Reactome, dbSNP, PubMed 

and BioGrid, as well as pre-computed gene expression information based on publicly 

available RNAseq. Built-in template queries provide starting points for data exploration, 

while the QueryBuilder tool supports construction of complex custom queries. The List 

Analysis and Genomic Regions search tools execute queries based on uploaded lists of 

identifiers and genome coordinates, respectively. HymenopteraMine facilitates cross-

species data mining based on orthology and supports meta-analyses by tracking 

identifiers across gene sets and genome assemblies. 
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1. Introduction 

http://hymenopteragenome.org
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The Hymenoptera Genome Database (HGD; http://hymenopteragenome.org) is an 

informatics resource for data associated with sequenced genomes of hymenopteran 

insects [1]. HGD currently includes genomes of eleven bee species, ten ant species, and 

the parasitoid jewel wasp (Table 1).  Goals of HGD have been to 1) support species 

genome consortia with genome annotation tools, 2) provide access to data via genome 

browsers, BLAST and data download, 3) add value to the genome data by integrating it 

with external data sources in a data mining warehouse (HymenopteraMine) and 4) 

maintain the value of the genome consortia’s published work by porting gene annotations 

to upgraded genome assemblies and providing identifier cross-references for updated 

gene sets. 	  

 

Most hymenopteran insect genome sequencing projects have been carried out by small 

research consortia. HGD’s initial contributions have focused on supporting hymenopteran 

insect genome consortia in the genome annotation and analysis process. More recently, 

with the availability of easy-to-deploy annotation pipelines, such as Maker2 [17] and the 

web-based Apollo annotation platform [18], the need for annotation support from HGD 

has decreased. Although we still provide Apollo annotation tools, we have shifted our 

efforts to support the use of the genomics data in downstream analyses. To make HGD 

more effective for post-genome-sequencing analyses, we have integrated the genome 

assemblies with other sources of biological data and developed data mining tools that 

support complex queries across species. 	  

 

http://hymenopteragenome.org
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In addition to providing data mining and browsing tools, an important role of HGD is 

mapping identifiers across alternate datasets of the same species. Following publications 

of several genome projects, many of the genome assemblies and gene sets available at 

NCBI have been upgraded. To preserve the information from the original consortium 

publications and provide users with the most-up-to-date information, we provide 

resources for both the original consortium gene sets and the updated RefSeq gene sets 

and assemblies, along with references between gene identifiers across the gene sets. For 

entry into HGD, we require either a published consortium gene set or availability of a 

RefSeq gene set. 

 

 

2. Methods 

 

2.1 Website Navigation 

HGD is divided into three major divisions (BeeBase, NasoniaBase, and the Ant Genomes 

Portal) to facilitate species-specific data download and genome browsing (Fig. 1). 

However, data mining (HymenopteraMine) and sequence search (BLAST) tools are 

unified across HGD. The navigation bar of the HGD home page includes links to the 

individual divisions and to the pages that are common across divisions (Hymenoptera 

Home, HymenopteraMine, BLAST, Genome Consortium Publications, Data Usage 

Policy, How to Cite). Within each division, the navigation bars include the links common 

to all divisions, as well as links that expand to species-specific pages (JBrowse and Data 

Sets). 
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2.2 JBrowse and Apollo 

Genome browsing is provided for each species using JBrowse [19] as implemented by 

Apollo [18]. From a user’s perspective, the main differences between JBrowse and 

Apollo are the gene editing functions and the user annotation pane that are available only 

when logged into Apollo. The evidence tracks are identical across the browsers. All HGD 

users can access JBrowse, while only users registered for annotation can access Apollo. 

An Apollo registration link is provided in the navigation bar of a division only when 

there is an active annotation project for a species. Currently, active annotation is available 

for the three Apis species. 

 

2.3 BLAST search 

The HGD BLAST search interface leverages the SequenceServer platform [20], modified 

to make dataset selection easier. Datasets for all species are provided in a single interface. 

The name of each dataset indicates whether it is a consortium or NCBI dataset. You can 

select any combination of either protein or nucleotide datasets for a single search. When 

the search database is a genome assembly, BLAST hits are linked to JBrowse viewers 

based on matched coordinates. When the search database is coding sequence, transcript 

or peptide, BLAST hits are linked to a JBrowse location based on the hit identifier. 

SequenceServer also provides downloadable tab-delimited or BLAST XML reports and 

graphical overviews of the matches. 

 

2.4 HymenopteraMine 
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HymenopteraMine is the data mining resource for HGD. It leverages the InterMine 

platform [21] to integrate biological data from a variety of sources (Table 2). Combining 

genomes for multiple hymenopteran species in a single data mining warehouse allows 

users to leverage cross-species information using orthologue relationships from OrthoDB 

[29]. The complexity of data in HymenopteraMine makes query construction challenging, 

so the search tools support a range of user skills, such as simple keyword search and 

predefined template queries for new users and the QueryBuilder for power users. 

 

2.4.1 HymenopteraMine Navigation, Tutorials and MyMine 

The HymenopteraMine home page is accessible from the navigation bars of HGD, 

BeeBase, NasoniaBase and the Ant Genomes Portal. HymenopteraMine has its own 

navigation bar with HymenopteraMine-specific links  (Home, MyMine, Templates, Lists, 

QueryBuilder, Regions, Data Sources, Data Model, Help, API), as well as a link to HGD 

BLAST (Fig. 2). The HGD home page is accessible by clicking “Hymenoptera Genome 

Database” in the header. The Help Tab leads to a HymenopteraMine tutorial that includes 

a link to a YouTube channel with HymenopteraMine videos. The Data Model tab 

provides helpful information about the interconnection of data types in 

HymenopteraMine; it opens a new browser tab showing data network diagrams and links 

to tables indicating which types of identifiers are needed for specific data sets. 

 

HymenopteraMine maintains user accounts allowing you to save your work after ending 

a session. Clicking “Log in” to the right of the navigation bar leads to an option to create 

an account. The MyMine tab in the navigation bar leads to a history of queries performed 
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during the current session. If you are logged in, lists created, queries performed and 

template queries are saved for future use.  

 

2.4.2 Quick Search and Report Page 

The HymenopteraMine home page provides basic search tools (Fig. 2). The Quick Search 

tool is used to perform a full text search of all datasets loaded in HymenopteraMine, and 

supports the use of wild cards. Data input types for Quick Search include gene identifiers, 

transcript identifiers, protein identifiers, gene symbols, gene names, functional annotation 

terms and species names. Quick Search is a good place to start to explore the data before 

performing more complex queries. For example, searching a species name will provide a 

list of all datasets for that species. A faceted search tool in the search result page allows 

users to filter the results by category before selecting an entity to access a report page 

(Fig. 3). 	  

 

A report is provided for each entity in HymenopteraMine. Each Report is divided into 

sections appropriate for the data class. Users may find the most familiar reports to be 

those for genes, transcripts and proteins. These contain information similar to that found 

in gene pages of other model organism databases. However, most of the information in a 

HymenopteraMine report is provided in the form of tables that can be customized and 

downloaded in various formats, or saved as lists for further HymenopteraMine analyses. 

Sequences can be downloaded from reports in fasta format. The Function section of a 

Gene Report provides GO annotations and may also include pathways. The Transcripts 

section of a Gene Report gives a visual representation of the transcripts highlighting gene 
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structure with links to JBrowse. Transcript identifiers are linked to Transcript Reports. 

For A. mellifera, Transcript Reports include a Gene Expression section that provides 

various forms of expression values (raw read counts, normalized read counts, FPKM and 

RPKM) for RNAseq data with metadata from the Sequence Read Archive. The Protein 

section of the Gene Report lists protein identifiers that link to Protein Reports with more 

information including protein domains, UniProt keywords, and curated notes from 

UniProt. 

 

2.4.3 List Analysis 

The ability to upload and analyze lists of identifiers is one of the most important 

HymenopteraMine features because it allows you to gather a variety of functional 

annotation information associated with your own data. The Quick List tool provided on 

the home page is a slimmed-down version of the List Tool (Fig. 2). As opposed to Quick 

Search, which performs a full text search of keywords and supports wildcards, Quick List 

searches only gene and protein datasets based on gene identifiers (ids and symbols), 

transcript identifiers and protein identifiers. 	  

 

The full List Tool is available by clicking the “Lists” tab in the navigation bar or the 

word “advanced” in the Quick List box. Clicking the “Lists” tab brings you to either an 

upload interface of a view of existing lists. You can move from one to the other by 

clicking “Upload” or “View” in the brown bar below the main navigation bar. 

HymenopteraMine provides users with premade gene lists, for entire gene sets, that may 

be used as background populations in enrichment widgets (described in Subheading 
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2.4.7). The List upload menu of the List tool allows users to select from a pull-down 

menu of many data classes, to limit the search to a particular species, and to upload a list 

of identifiers.	  

 

Both Quick List and the full List tool perform a database lookup to validate the identifiers 

and may prompt the user to select from duplicates due to their presence in multiple 

datasets.  For example, entering the gene symbol “Nmdar1” returns results for both A. 

mellifera and D. melanogaster.  A green button saying “Save a list of 0 Genes” indicates 

that you must click the “Add” button to the right of a gene to save it to the list. The 

“Add” button does not appear if there are no duplicate identifiers. Before saving the final 

list, you may wish to enter a name for it.  The list is saved by clicking the green “Save a 

List of X Genes” (where “X” is a number), and the result is a table with preset column 

output of associated information, such as gene identifier, gene secondary identifier, gene 

name, gene symbol, gene source (i.e. the gene set), gene status (i.e. the type of gene), 

chromosome and coordinate location, and organism. As with all table outputs in 

HymenopteraMine, the columns can be rearranged or deleted; column management tools 

(described in Subheading 2.4.8) can be used to add additional information; and the table 

can be exported. Lists of the additional data types, such as organisms or chromosomes 

and coordinates, can be saved using the “Save as List” pull-down menu above the table.	  

 

Saved lists can be retrieved by clicking “View” in the brown bar that is displayed under 

the navigation bar when the Lists tab is selected. Here you can perform set operations 

(union, intersection, subtraction and asymmetric difference) to create new lists. Once you 
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have saved a list, the predefined template queries and the QueryBuilder (described in 

Subheading 2.4.5) automatically provide the option to use it as long as the query is based 

on the appropriate data class. Lists are automatically deleted upon ending a session or 

accidental server disconnection unless you are logged in to MyMine, so working while 

logged in is recommended.	  

 

2.4.4 Template Queries 

The complicated network of data in HymenopteraMine and the presence of alternative 

identifiers (Tables 3 and 4, and discussed in Subheading 2.4.10) can make it difficult to 

construct a query. HymenopteraMine provides predefined template queries to serve as 

starting points for data exploration. The complete list of templates is available via the 

Templates tab in the main navigation bar. Templates are also divided into categories in 

the home page template menu, which has tabs for GENES, GENE EXPRESSION, 

PROTEINS, HOMOLOGY, FUNCTION and VARIATION. In addition, the ALIAS 

AND DBXREF tab provides templates that convert identifiers between gene sets for an 

organism, and the ENTIRE GENE SET tab lists templates for queries that output all 

genes or proteins for an organism.	  

 

If you click a template name, you will access a query form that may already be pre-

populated with example identifiers, and may include pull-down menus. Some templates 

include options for numerical operations. An example of a simple template is Gene ID → 

Alias ID, listed under the ALIAS AND DBXREF category. Clicking on the template 

name opens the template interface where you can enter a gene id. An example of a 
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complex template query is A. mellifera Transcript → Expression and MetaData, under 

the GENE EXPRESSION category, in which you enter a transcript id and you have 

options to constrain the output by expression levels and metadata values. If you have 

already saved a list with the appropriate data class, an option is provided to constrain the 

search to the list of identifiers rather than a single identifier. You obtain results by 

clicking “Show Results”. Alternatively, you can click “Edit Query” to access the 

QueryBuilder (described in Subheading 2.4.5) if you wish to modify the query.	  

  

2.4.5 QueryBuilder 

The QueryBuilder is the most flexible and sophisticated search tool of 

HymenopteraMine. However, use of the QueryBuilder is not intuitive; becoming a power 

user requires practice.  On the other hand, for users without scripting skills, mastering the 

use of QueryBuilder to create a large complex data set would likely be more efficient 

than learning a scripting language to compile the data from the original sources. Before 

trying to build a query with QueryBuilder, it may be helpful to investigate the structure of 

some of the template queries using the “Edit Query” button available in the template 

query menus. After clicking “Edit Query” you will see the constructed template query in 

the same interface that is used to build the query from scratch.	  

 

A detailed example using the QueryBuilder is provided below. However, first we will 

provide an overview of the features. Clicking QueryBuilder in the navigation bar leads to 

the entry page for construction. The “QueryBuilder” box on the left includes options to 

browse the HymenopteraMine data model, import a query from XML, and login to view 
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saved queries. Selecting “Browse the Data Model” leads to a tree-like model of the data 

classes (Fig. 4). Clicking a plus sign in the tree reveals subclasses, while clicking the 

name of a data class opens the Model Builder (described below) at that class. The tree is 

useful for seeing the numbers of data objects within different data classes. Mousing over 

the “i” symbol next to a class provides a description. The classes that will be of most 

interest to HymenopteraMine users are listed under the “Sequence Feature” class, which 

is directly under “BioEntity”. Although exploring the data with this tree is useful for 

developers, it is not intuitive for most users, and the structure is subject to change.	  

 

Instead of selecting “Browse the Data Model”, selecting a data class from the pull-down 

menu under “Select a Data Type to Begin a Query” on the right side of the main 

QueryBuilder page leads to the same Model Builder mentioned above; the advantage of 

starting with the pull-down menu is you do not need to find the correct class in the data 

model tree. The Model Browser shows the hierarchical data structure, similar to the data 

tree described above, but is zoomed into the selected data class. The Model Browser also 

shows relationships between data classes. To the right of each data class is the word 

CONSTRAIN, and either the word SUMMARY or SHOW. Clicking any of these words 

initiates query construction. You add constraints to the query using “CONSTRAIN”, and 

you select output data classes with SUMMARY or SHOW. SUMMARY is provided for 

any class with a “+” sign next to it, indicating that it can be divided into more than one 

subclass or attribute; SUMMARY is used to select a collection of the attributes as output. 

SHOW is provided for individual attributes that cannot be further subdivided (e.g. an 

identifier).  
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As you construct a query using the Model Browser, query building blocks are shown in 

the Query Overview Panel on the right side of the page. If you initiate query construction 

by clicking the word “CONSTRAIN” in the Model Browser next to the data class on 

which the search will be performed, a box appears allowing you to enter a constraint 

identifier. Once you have made selections in the constraint box, the constraint appears in 

the Query Overview. You add query output by clicking “SHOW” next to an attribute or 

“SUMMARY” next to a class. When the word “collection” appears next to a data class 

name in the Query Overview, it indicates that there is a collection of attributes related to 

this class. Clicking on the data class name next to “collection” in the Query Overview 

allows you to easily navigate to that data class in the Model Browser tree for further 

modifications. In an iterative fashion, you can add additional constraints and outputs to 

build a complex query. You can remove constraints and outputs using the red “X”, and 

you can edit constraints by clicking the pencil symbol. Once you have completed query 

construction, you can view and rearrange the output column order in the “Fields selected 

for output” section below the Model Browser.  You can export the query using “Export 

XML” at the bottom of the page to save the query locally.  If you are logged into 

MyMine, the “Start building a template query” button at the bottom of the page allows 

you to make the query into a template that will be saved in your MyMine account. 

Finally, to run the query, you would click the green “Show results” button.  After running 

the query, it is automatically saved in your MyMine query history. From there you can 

rerun it or edit it. Clicking edit returns you to the QueryBuilder interface, which provides 

another opportunity to export or create a template query if you did not already do so. 
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QueryBuilder Example: Say you would like more information about a gene, 

“BIMP17180” from the B. impatiens official gene set (bimp_OGSv1.0). In this example, 

you will build a query to retrieve the A. mellifera homologue(s) of the B. impatiens gene, 

and pathways of those homologues. You will also retrieve the gene symbols for both the 

B. impatiens and A. mellifera genes. As you follow the instructions to build the query, 

note how the Query Viewer displays each step of query construction. The last few steps 

in this example provide instructions for turning your constructed query into a template 

query if you are logged into MyMine. An advantage of creating a template query is it 

makes it convenient to rerun the query with different constraint values or with a premade 

list of identifiers.	  

 

1. It is advisable to log into MyMine before you start building a query so that you 

will be able to save your work.	  

2. Click the QueryBuilder tab in the HymenopteraMine navigation bar. 

3. Select “Gene” in the “Select a Data Type to Begin a Query” box. This brings you 

to the Model Browser, starting with the “Gene” data class. 

4. The first query building block will be to constrain the gene id to “BIMP17180”. 

Click CONSTRAIN next to “DB identifier” under “Gene” in the model browser, 

enter the gene id “BIMP17180” in the box, and click “Add to Query” (Fig. 5A). 

Notice that the constraint has been added to the Query Viewer on the right. The 

pencil symbol allows you to edit the constraint in case you decide to use a 
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different id. Since this is a unique identifier that is only found in the 

bimp_OGSv1.0 gene set, there is no need to constrain the species or dataset. 

5. We would like the output to include our entered gene id, so click “Show” next to 

“DB identifier” under “Gene” in the Model Browser. Notice that in the Query 

Overview, “DB identifier” is now shown in a light blue box to indicate it will be 

included in the output. 

6. The next step is determine what kind of identifier is needed in order to output a 

gene symbol and homologues using Table 4 in this chapter, or the “Identifier 

Relationship Table” available by clicking the HymenopteraMine “Data Model” 

tab. Notice that for B. impatiens, Table 4 indicates “R” (RefSeq) for gene symbol 

and “O” (OGS) for OrthoDB.  

7. We will first take steps to retrieve the gene symbol. We will need to use a 

database cross reference relationship to retrieve the RefSeq id for the gene, so the 

next query building block to add is the database cross reference id. Use the scroll 

bar to the right of the Model Browser to scroll down until you see “Db Cross 

References x Ref”. Click the “+” sign next to “Db Cross References” to show 

subclasses. Look down a couple lines for “Cross Reference Gene” and click the 

“+” sign to see its attributes. Click SHOW next to “DB identifier” to output the 

database cross reference identifier. Notice that several lines have been added to 

the Query Viewer, and these are indented to indicate that this information is a 

subclass of “Gene”. The line with “Db Cross References x Ref collection” was 

added because you selected an attribute that is part of the collection of attributes 

for the relationship between the Db Cross Reference dataset and the Gene dataset. 
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More specifically, you selected the attribute “DB identifier” of the “Cross 

Reference Gene”. 	  

8. The next query building block is to add the gene symbol for the database cross 

reference as output. You will notice that the Model Browser view has 

automatically been reset to the top of the tree. In order to output the gene symbol 

for the database cross reference gene, rather than the original gene, you must be 

sure to navigate back to the correct part of the tree. To easily do so, click the word 

“Gene” within “Cross Reference Gene” in the Query Overview. This causes the 

Model browser to adjust so that “Cross Reference Gene” and its attributes show in 

the central area of the view (Fig. 5B). Click SHOW next to “Symbol” to add it as 

output to the query. 

9. The objective of the next few steps is to add the homologous A. mellifera gene (or 

genes) to the output. Remember that Table 4 indicated that the B. impatiens OGS 

id is required to retrieve relationships to OrthoDB data. Therefore you will go 

back to the original “Gene” as a starting point when looking at the Model 

Browser, because you have already constrained the gene based on an OGS id.  

10. Use the Model Browser scroll bar to scroll down. You should click the “-” sign 

next to “Db Cross References x Ref” to close that part of the tree to avoid 

confusion. You will see “Homologues Homologue” a few lines down. Click the 

plus sign to see the subclasses. Many data classes include a subclass that refers 

back to the parent data class (in this case the initial “Gene”). These are recognized 

with a red arrow pointing up. Under Homologues, the first subclass listed is 

“Gene” with the red up arrow (Fig. 5C). This is not the homologous gene, but is a 
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reference to the parent “Gene” class. Do not select this. Instead, look further down 

the list of subclasses until you see “Homologue Gene”. This is where you find 

attributes for the homologous genes. Click the “+” sign next to “Homologue 

Gene”. 

11. Under “Homologue Gene” select SHOW next to “DB identifier” so the gene id of 

the homologue will be included in the output (Fig. 5C). Notice that several lines 

have been added to the Query Viewer. The line with “Homologues Homologue 

Collection” was added because you selected an attribute that is part of the 

collection of attributes for homologue relationships to genes. More specifically, 

you selected the attribute “DB identifier” that is part of the “Homologue Gene”, 

i.e. the homologous gene itself. 

12. The next building block to add is a constraint specifying that you want only A. 

mellifera homologues. Click the word “Gene” within “Homologue Gene” in the 

Query Viewer to jump back to the appropriate part of the Model Browser tree. 

13. Scroll down using the Model Browser scroll bar to find the word “Organism”, 

keeping an eye on the inner line on the left side to ensure you stay next to the line 

that descends from “Homologue Gene” (i.e. make sure you stay in the 

“Homologue Gene” subtree). 

14. Click the “+” next to “Organism” to show its attributes.  

15. Click CONSTRAIN next to “Short Name”, and then use the pull-down menu to 

select “A. mellifera” and click “Add to Query”. The homologue organism 

constraint will show up in the Query Viewer. 
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16. The next step is to determine which kind of identifier is used for A. mellifera 

homologues, and also which kind of identifier is needed for A. mellifera gene 

symbols and pathways. Notice in Table 4 that for A. mellifera there is an “O” 

(OGS) in the OrthoDB cell, and “R” (RefSeq) for both Gene Symbol and KEGG. 

This means that the A. mellifera homologues that will be retrieved will have OGS 

ids, so a database cross reference is needed to connect the OGS ids to the RefSeq 

ids before KEGG pathways can be retrieved. 

17. To add the building block for the database cross reference id of the A. mellifera 

homologue, click “Gene” in “Homologue Gene” to return to the correct subtree in 

the Model Browser. 

18. Follow the line that descends from “Homologue Gene” until you find “Db Cross 

References x Ref” (i.e. make sure you select the “Db Cross References x Ref” that 

is a subclass of “Homologue Gene” rather than the one that is a subclass of the 

root “Gene”) (Fig. 5D). 

19. Similar to what you did in step 7, click the “+” sign next to “Db Cross 

References” to show subclasses under “Db Cross References”. Look down a 

couple lines for “Cross Reference Gene” and click the “+” sign to see its 

attributes. Click SHOW next to “DB identifier” to output the database cross 

reference identifier. 	  

20. The next building block to add is to output the gene symbol for the A. mellifera 

database cross reference (RefSeq) gene. Click the word “Gene” within “Cross 

Reference Gene” in the Query Viewer, making sure you are looking at the “Cross 
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Reference Gene” under “Homologue Gene” to jump to the correct subtree of the 

Model Browser. 

21. Under “Cross Reference Gene” in the Model Browser, click SHOW next to 

“Symbol” to add the gene symbol for the A. mellifera RefSeq gene to the output. 

A line with the word “Symbol” will appear under “DB identifier” under “Cross 

Reference Gene”. 

22. The next step is to output pathway information for the database cross reference of 

the A. mellifera homologous gene. To make sure you selectthe correct pathway 

data class, again click the word “Gene” within “Cross Reference Gene” in the 

Query Viewer, making sure you are looking at the “Cross Reference Gene” under 

“Homologue Gene” to jump to the correct subtree of the Model Browser.	  

23. Scroll down using the Model Browser scroll bar to find the word “Pathways”, 

again keeping an eye on the inner line on the left side to ensure you stay in the 

correct subtree. 

24. Click the “+” next to “Pathways” to open the subtree. 

25. Click SHOW next to “Identifier” to include the pathway identifier in the output. 

Notice that several more lines have been added to the Query Viewer, because you 

have added information from another data collection. 

26. The last building block to add to the query is to output the name of the pathway. 

To navigate back to the correct Pathway subtree in the Model Browser, click the 

word “Pathway” in the line “Pathways Pathway Collection” in the query viewer. 

27. Under “Pathways”, click SHOW next to “Name” to output the name of the 

homologue pathway. 
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28. At this point, query construction is complete (Fig. 5E). Scroll down to the “Fields 

Selected for Output” area of the page. You will see blocks representing the output 

columns (Fig. 5F). The blocks appear in the order you added them to the query, 

not necessarily the order they are shown in the Query Overview. You may 

rearrange the columns by dragging the blocks. 

29. If you are not logged in to MyMine, and you wish to save this query, you can 

click “Export XML” to save it locally. You will be able to import it in a future 

HymenopteraMine session. 

30. You can either click “Show Results” at this point to run the query, or if you are 

logged into MyMine, you can click “Start building a template query” to create a 

template query saved in your MyMine Template collection. The only additional 

steps required to create the template are to name the template and click “Save 

Template”. Before saving, you also have the options of providing a title, 

description and comments. You will have the opportunity to run the query after 

you complete the template.	  

31. Whether or not you have created a template, if you are logged into MyMine the 

query will automatically be saved in your query history after you run it. From 

your query history list in MyMine, you can rerun the query or edit it. However, 

the query history is temporary, and its preservation across sessions is not 

guaranteed. Therefore, it is advisable to name your query and click “Save query” 

at the bottom of the QueryBuilder page before you end the session to save the 

query in your MyMine Queries list. If you have already run the query before 

saving, simply find it in your query history to save it. 
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2.4.6 Regions Search 

The Genomic Region search tool allows you to perform a coordinate based search for 

genomic features. The list of available features depends on the species selected. Gene, 

mRNA, coding regions (CDS), exons, and polypeptides are available for all species. 

Some species include additional features, such as miRNA, tRNA, indels and SNPs. You 

perform a search by selecting desired output features, providing a list of regions, and 

optionally entering a distance in bases to extend the regions. You can either paste lists of 

locations that include the scaffold or chromosome identifier and the start and end 

coordinates, or upload the locations as a text file.  The search result page provides options 

to download data for individual regions or all regions at once in tab, csv, gff3, fasta or 

bed formats. A pull-down menu allows selection of a feature type for creating a list that 

you can further augment using template queries or “Manage Columns” (described in 

Subheading 2.4.8). The example in Subheading 2.4.11 includes a Regions search.	  

 

2.4.7 Enrichment Widgets 

After saving or viewing a list of genes you will automatically be presented with widgets 

showing results of enrichment analyses for gene ontology terms, pathways and 

publications. Each widget provides options for test correction (Holm-Bonferroni, 

Benjamini Hochberg, and Bonferroni) and p-value cutoff. The default background 

population is all genes in the organism that have annotations of the type being calculated. 

Therefore, since HymenopteraMine contains multiple gene sets with annotations per 

organism, it is recommended that you do not use the default background population. 
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Rather, you can click “Change” to select a background population from among your 

saved lists. Premade lists of gene ids for each organism’s gene sets are provided. The List 

Tool makes it easy to create more refined background populations for specific questions. 

For example, you can create lists of all expressed genes to use as the background to test 

for enrichment in differentially expressed genes. The example in Subheading 2.4.11 

includes the Gene Ontology Enrichment Widget.	  

 

2.4.8 Manipulating Outputs and Augmenting Queries through Column 

Management 

HymenopteraMine table outputs can be manipulated in many ways, from minor changes 

like sorting rows or deleting columns, to extensive changes, like adding new columns and 

filters. The example in 2.4.11 includes column management. 

 

Rearranging Columns: You can rearrange column order in two ways. First, you can 

reorder the columns when building a query with QueryBuilder, as described above. 

Second, you can use the “Manage Columns” button appearing above the output table. 

With “Manage Columns”, you can use up and down arrows next to the column list to 

rearrange the order. The red circle next to each column name lets you delete the column. 

 

Using Column headers: Each column header in a table contains symbols for table 

management. Arrows are for sorting in descending or ascending order; the “X” is for 

column deletion, the “…” symbol is to hide a column in order to make other columns 

more visible; the funnel-shaped symbol is to filter the rows based on values; the 
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histogram symbol is to show counts of individual values, and to provide an alternate filter 

interface. An example use of the filter in the histogram interface is to determine which 

gene source has the largest number of output genes, and apply a filter to select only that 

gene source. This assumes that gene source was included as output in the original query. 

If it was not include in the original query, it can be added using Manage Columns as 

described below. 

 

Manage Columns to Alter Query Output: The Manage Columns interface provides yet 

another mechanism to build a query. It does not allow the incorporation of new query 

constraints, but allows the addition of new output columns. The starting point for 

building a query with Manage Columns is any table; the table may have originated from 

the List Tool, a Regions Search, a table within a report page, or a query output. You may 

find that using a simple template query followed by Manage Columns is easier than using 

the QueryBuilder to construct a complex query. Although you cannot add new query 

constraints with Manage Columns, you can use the column filters described above or 

“Manage Filters” described below to further constrain the final output. Upon clicking 

“Manage Columns”, the “Selected Columns” interface automatically appears, listing the 

columns; the “+ Add a Column” button opens an interactive data model tree organized 

hierarchically, similar to the tree in the Model Browser. The tree is automatically rooted 

with the appropriate data class. Tag symbols within the tree delineate columns that you 

can add to the table. Plus symbols indicate data subclasses that can be opened to reveal 

additional tags or subclasses. You select a column to add as output by clicking to 

highlight in blue any attribute with a tag symbol. Once you have selected the desired 
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columns, clicking “Apply Changes” brings you back to the column list, where you can 

use the arrows to rearrange the column order.  Clicking “Apply Changes” in this window 

provides the modified table.  

 

Manage Filters to Alter Query Constraints: Manage Filters provides an interface 

complementary to the Manage Columns interface. While Manage Columns can be used 

to alter query outputs, Manage Filters can be used to alter query constraints. Although the 

word “filter” is used in this interface, you can relate each filter to a constraint from the 

original query. After clicking Manage Filters, an interface is provided for editing current 

filters or adding new filters. For example, if the original query was constrained using a 

particular gene identifier, clicking on the corresponding filter in Manage Filters allows 

you to change that identifier. To create a new filter, click “Define a New Filter”. An 

interactive data model tree, similar to the one described under “Manage Columns” will 

appear. From the tree you can select attributes to use as filters. An important difference 

between adding a filter with the Manage Filters interface versus incorporating the 

constraint in the original query is that multiple values for the selected attribute must exist 

in the current table in order for that attribute to be selected as a filter. If the current table 

has only one value for a particular attribute, you will receive a message “There is only 

one possible value… You might want to remove this constraint.” 

 

Sorting with Manage Columns: In addition to the simple ascending or descending sort 

you can perform on a single column using the sort symbol in the header, you can create a 

prioritized list of sort attributes using the Sort Order tab in Manage Columns. In the Sort 
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Order interface, the primary output column on which you can sort is listed on the left 

side. The panel on the right lists all data classes that are available as sort criteria, and can 

be selected by clicking the plus sign. In addition to the existing columns, all attributes 

directly connected to each data class can be used as sort criterion without requiring the 

attribute itself to be present in the table. For example, gene ids can be sorted based on 

gene length without adding a gene length column to the output. 

 

Manage Relationships: The default result for a complex query is to show only rows for 

which values exist in all related data classes. For example, if you wish to generate a table 

containing A. mellifera gene ids, D. melanogaster homologues to the A. mellifera genes 

and pathways for the D. melanogaster homologues, the default output will not include 

any A. mellifera gene for which there is a D. melanogaster homologue but no pathway. 

You can use “Manage Relationships” to change the behavior such that all A. mellifera 

genes that have D. melanogaster homologues are shown regardless of whether pathway 

information exists.  The Manage Relationships interface lists all data class relationships 

present in your original query, with buttons to switch any of them from “Required” to 

“Optional”. Selecting “Optional“ not only causes rows lacking results to be included in 

the output, but also modifies the format for the affected column, such that the output is 

shown as nested sub-tables within the main results set. However, when the table is 

exported as tab or comma separated values, the format reverts to the inline layout. 

 

2.4.9 Exporting Query Outputs and Queries 
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The “Export” button at the top of each table provides many download options. Tables can 

be downloaded as tab separated values (TSV), comma separated values (CSV), JSON or 

XML; sequences associated with identifiers in the tables can be downloaded in fasta 

format; coordinate information associated with the identifiers can be downloaded in 

GFF3 or BED format.  

 

The Export form includes a text box to enter a file name. To the right of the text box the 

default .tsv file extension opens a pull-down menu allowing you to modify the file type. 

The tabs listed on the left side of the Export form depend on the file type selected, and 

allow you to modify default settings. For TSV, CSV, JSON and XML, the “All Columns” 

tab allows you to select which columns to download, the “All Rows” tab allows you to 

decrease the number of rows for export. For TSV and CSV, the “No Column Headers” 

tab allows you to add column headers. By default, none of the file formats are 

compressed, but the “No Compression” tab allows you to set the option to gzip or zip 

compression. A preview of the first three rows is provided for TSV, CSV, JSON and 

XML formats. 

 

The queries themselves can be downloaded as XML, allowing them to be shared with 

other users or imported back into your private MyMine account. An advantage of saving 

your query after you are satisfied with the table content and arrangement is that 

manipulations on the table after running a query, such as sorting or filtering, will be 

maintained in the XML code.	  
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2.4.10 Gene Aliases and Database Cross References in HymenopteraMine 

A HymenopteraMine feature that is particularly important for the species in HGD is the 

maintenance of gene and transcript alias identifiers and database cross reference 

identifiers. Table 3 lists the data sources of alias identifiers and database cross references, 

and Table 4 indicates which type of identifier is used for each data set.  

 

We define a “Database cross reference” as an identifier for an equivalent gene locus in an 

alternative primary gene set. For example, for most HymenopteraMine organisms, the 

consortium OGS (with HGD identifiers) contains gene identifiers that cross reference 

gene identifiers in the RefSeq gene set and vice versa. Any database cross reference id is 

also the primary database id of another primary gene set, and therefore may be connected 

to other data classes, such as homologues and pathways (Table 4). We use database cross 

references for gene sets that have been generated using different methods, and sometimes 

using different assembly releases. As a result, the cross-referencing gene sets are not 

equivalent to each other, so any gene in one gene set may not have a database cross 

reference in another gene set, and some genes may have multiple cross references due to 

disagreement in gene boundaries. Rather than eliminating database cross references for 

genes with ambiguous relationships, we keep the full list of cross references for all genes 

so you will be aware when there is a disagreement between gene sets (e.g. you will see a 

gene in one gene set that maps to two different genes in the other). Several species have 

database cross references between the OGS and RefSeq gene sets. For Nasonia 

vitripennis, there are cross references between the original published consortium OGS 

(nvit_OGSv1.2) [7], the Evidential Gene Set [8], and RefSeq.	  
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When working with a primary gene set identifier, you may need to use a database cross 

reference in order to retrieve a specific data set. For example, to retrieve KEGG pathways 

for A. mellifera genes, you would need RefSeq gene ids rather than OGS gene ids. Table 

4, also available via the HymenopteraMine Data Model tab, indicates the type of 

identifier required to retrieve information from each data set for each species. If 

necessary, you can convert identifiers using the Gene ID → Database Cross Reference ID 

template query.	  

 

An alias id is an alternative identifier for a gene or transcript, and is not connected 

directly to any data class other than the primary gene. Alias identifiers occur due to 1) 

HGD identifiers being assigned to an OGS, 2) the existence of an upgraded OGS (e.g. A. 

mellifera OGSv1 and OGSv3.2), or 3) an alternative identifier used by OrthoDB. The 

assignment of HGD identifiers is the major source of aliases. We assign gene and 

transcript identifiers to official gene sets provided by consortia because many of the 

original gene sets provide only transcript identifiers that do not indicate which transcripts 

belong to the same gene locus. The OGS are loaded into HymenopteraMine using the 

HGD id as the primary id and the consortium id as the alias. We also assign aliases 

between old and new consortium gene sets in a similar way that we compute database 

cross references. Finally, we provide aliases when the OrthoDB website displays an 

alternate identifier for a species, so that you can use the OrthoDB website in downstream 

analyses. Table 3 indicates the names of alias identifier sources for each species, and also 

indicates whether the alias identifiers are assigned to transcripts or genes. Whether an 

alias is associated with a transcript or gene determines which type of template query to 
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use for conversion to primary ids. Each template query that involves an alias includes a 

description that indicates which species it is suited for.	  

 

If you are unsure whether an identifier is an alias or an id from a primary gene set, you 

can quickly check the identifier using the List Tool. Use the pull-down menu to select 

“Gene” or “Alias Name”. If the identifier is verified in the database when “Gene” is 

selected, it is an identifier from a primary gene set. If it is verified when “Alias Name” is 

selected, it is an alias.  If the identifier is not found with either choice, it is not a gene or 

transcript identifier in HymenopteraMine. Once you have determined that your identifier 

is an alias, you can use a template to convert the alias to a primary identifier. 

 

2.4.11 Step-By-Step Meta-Analysis Example including Regions Search, List Tool, 

Enrichment Widget, Template Query and Column Management 

This example will combine two studies on honey bee scouting behavior. The first study 

used microarray analysis to identify genes that were differentially expressed between 

foragers that scout for food sources and foragers called recruits, which do not scout for 

food sources [35]. The second study used genome-wide association analysis (GWAS) to 

identify genome variants associated with behavioral differences between scouts and 

recruits [36]. We would like to identify differentially expressed genes from the first study 

within 50kb of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) identified in the second study. 

 

1. The first step is to create a list of SNP coordinates to use in a regions search. You 

have the choice of following instructions for downloading the data from the 
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original journal source and using Excel or OpenOffice-Calc to format them or 

using preformatted SNP coordinates provided in Table 5 of this chapter.	  

 

Method using original journal source plus Excel: For this example we will use the 

supplemental data file from the GWAS study [36]. Go to the publicly available 

journal article webpage 

(http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0146430). Scroll 

down to the supporting information section. Click “S2 Table”. After downloading 

the file, change the file extension to “.txt”. Open the file using Excel/OOCalc. 

Although the file was originally labeled “CSV”, check both tab and space as 

column delimiter. Like many supplemental datasets, this file is not optimally 

formatted for use in meta-analyses. The first step is to delete all unnecessary 

columns. We need only the chromosome identifier and SNP coordinate, so delete 

all columns except A and C. Now delete any extra rows, including the first two 

rows and the rows at the end with “Unplaced” scaffolds. We will ignore any 

scaffold that was not assigned to a chromosome. We need to create a list of 

chromosome locations using the original A. mellifera genome assembly “Group” 

identifiers, rather than identifiers like “LG1”. Use the Find and Replace Function 

to replace “LG” with “Group.” The next step is to format the chromosome 

location for pasting into the HymenopteraMine Regions text input box, which 

requires both a start and an end coordinate. For SNPs, you use the same 

coordinate for each. So in your Excel/OOCalc spreadsheet, copy the column of 

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0146430
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coordinates to the next column. Now you should have three columns: 

chromosome identifier, start and end.	  

 

Alternative method: If you do not have access to the publication or Excel/OOCalc, 

you should follow the alternative instructions in step 2d below to use identifiers 

provided in Table 5 of this chapter.	  

 

2. Once you have properly formatted SNP locations, the next step is to perform a 

Regions Search to obtain genes within 50kb of the SNP coordinates. Go to 

HymenopteraMine. It is recommended that you login to MyMine so you can save 

your work.  

a. Click the Regions Tab in the HymenopteraMine navigation bar. 

b. Select “A. mellifera” from the “1. Select Organism” pull-down menu. 

c. Click the square next to “2. Select Feature Types” to uncheck all options 

and then click the box next to “gene” as the chosen feature option. 

d. If you created a spreadsheet with 3 columns, highlight all columns 

simultaneously and copy them into the text box. The columns entered will 

automatically be tab-delimited. If you choose to use the locations provided 

in Table 5 of this chapter, be aware that they are formatted differently than 

what was described for the Excel/OOCalc spreadsheet. Each cell in Table 

5 contains an entire SNP location, with chromosome id, start and end 

coordinate. Table 5 has 3 columns to save space within the chapter, but the 

columns must not be selected simultaneously. Highlight each column and 
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paste it, one-at-a time, into the Regions search text box, so that you are 

always extending the list when you add the next column. 

e. Type “50kb” into the text box of “4. Extend your regions at both sides.”   

f. Click “Search” to run the Regions Search tool (Fig. 6A). 

g. After the Region Search is successfully run you are presented with an 

output page listing each of the regions and the numbers of genes identified 

within the regions (Fig. 6B). To save a list of all the genes, use the “Create 

List by feature type” button above the output after selecting “Gene” in the 

pull-down menu and click “Go”.  This action creates a new list and 

produces a List Analysis page.  

h. Click on the histogram in the “Gene Source” column header to see the 

column summary (Fig. 6C). You will notice that the list contains two gene 

sources, RefSeq and the A. mellifera official gene set (amel_OGSv3.2). 

Within the column summary pop-up box, filter the list by checking 

“amel_OGSv3.2”, clicking the blue filter box, and selecting “Restrict table 

to matching rows”. Now save the list of amel_OGSv3.2 genes using “Save 

as List” above the table, clicking “Gene (333 Genes)” and in the pop-up 

menu. naming the list “OGSv3.2 genes within 50kb of SNPs for scouting”, 

and clicking “Create List”.  We will use the OGS gene list for the 

remainder of this example, but if you wish to also save the RefSeq genes, 

you could now click “Undo” above the table to remove the filter, then 

filter using the Gene Source column summary to restrict table to rows 

matching “Amel_RefSeq”. 
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i. While in the process of saving the lists, you may have noticed enrichment 

widgets appearing below the table. At this point it is not advisable to rely 

on these enrichments, because they were performed on the original list 

containing identifiers from two gene sets. The enrichment widgets do not 

alter the original list even after you filter it.  

j. To see a valid enrichment, click the Lists tab in the navigation bar. If you 

are presented with the Lists Upload page rather than the View page, click 

“View” in the brown bar below the HymenopteraMine navigation bar. 

Once on the list view page, click your list name, “OGSv3.2 genes within 

50kb of SNPs for scouting.” The Gene Ontology enrichment shows some 

significantly enriched GO terms; however this analysis is still not correct, 

because the default background population set is all genes in a species 

annotated with the appropriate data type. HymenopteraMine has two gene 

sets for A. mellifera annotated with GO terms, so two gene sets were used 

as the background population. To correct this, click “Change” below 

“Background Population.” The resulting pull-down menu shows all of 

your lists as well as some premade lists. For this analysis, select “A. 

mellifera all amel_OGSv3.2 Genes (15314)” (Fig. 7). 	  

 

3. To continue with the goal of identifying differentially expressed (DE) genes [35] 

within 50kb of the SNPs associated with scouting behavior, the next step is to 

create a DE gene list. Go to the supporting online material webpage 

(http://science.sciencemag.org/content/suppl/2012/03/07/335.6073.1225.DC1?_ga
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=1.205106516.512133959.1337265718) and download Table S3B 

(http://science.sciencemag.org/highwire/filestream/593583/field_highwire_adjunc

t_files/0/1213962_SuppTable_S3B.xlsx). You will use the gene ids listed in 

column E. 	  

a. In HymenopteraMine, click the Lists tab in the navigation bar. If you are 

presented with a view of your lists rather than the Upload page, click 

“Upload” in the brown bar just below the navigation bar.  

b. By reading the publication [35], we know that the gene ids used in this 

study were from the old A. mellifera gene set (amel_OGSv1.0). Therefore, 

we need to create a list of alias identifiers and later we will convert them 

to amel_OGSv3.2 gene ids.  Choose “Alias Name” from the “Select Type” 

pull-down menu and “A. mellifera” from the “for Organism” menu (Fig. 

8A).  

c. Paste all the ids from Column E of the publication supplemental table into 

the text box. There is no need to be concerned with the 260 non-

amel_OGSv1.0 identifiers that are also found in this column. 	  

d. Click “Create List”. HymenopteraMine performs a look-up and removes 

any identifiers that are not found. Notice that 775 Alias Names of the 959 

amel_OGSv1.0 identifiers entered are found in HymenopteraMine. The 

missing 260 identifiers are from other species, such as Drosophila 

melanogaster, or OGSv1 genes that did not map to a gene in the updated 

A. mellifera gene set (Fig. 8B).	  

http://science.sciencemag.org/highwire/filestream/593583/field_highwire_adjunct_files/0/1213962_SuppTable_S3B.xlsx
http://science.sciencemag.org/highwire/filestream/593583/field_highwire_adjunct_files/0/1213962_SuppTable_S3B.xlsx
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e. Enter a name for the list such as “Alias OGSv1 DE Genes Scout vs 

Recruit” and click the green “Save a list of 775 AliasNames” button.  You 

are taken to a page showing the list you created.  Notice that there are no 

enrichment widgets as this is not a Gene list (Fig. 8C). 

 

4. The next step is to convert your alias id list to a gene id list using a template 

query.  

a. Click the Home tab in the navigation bar, and then click the ALIAS AND 

DBXREF tab in the template categories bar, halfway down the page.  

b. Click the template “Alias ID → Gene ID”, or if you cannot see that 

template listed, click “More Queries” and then click the template name. In 

the template query pop-up menu, you change the default alias id to your 

list of ids by checking “constrain to be”, making sure “IN” is selected, and 

then selecting your list name “Alias OGSv1 DE Genes Scout vs Recruit”. 

Make sure that A. mellifera is selected under “Organism > Short Name”. 

Toggle on the optional constraint to specify a gene source, otherwise both 

RefSeq and amel_OGSv3.2 gene ids will be included in the output. Make 

sure that “amel_OGSv3.2” is selected (Fig. 9A). 	  

c. Click “Show Results”. The output is a table with 855 rows showing 

amel_OGSv1 ids and amel_OGSv3.2 ids. Note that there is not always a 

one-to-one correspondence in ids due to changes in gene models in the 

updated gene set. For example, you will notice that the amel_OGSv1 id 

GB11731 is listed in both the first and second rows, with cross references 
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to amel_OGSv3.2 genes GB40009 and GB40010, due to the original gene 

being split in the new gene set (Fig. 9B).  

d. Now you must save a list of amel_OGSv3.2 gene ids by clicking “Save as 

List” above the table, clicking “Gene (851 Genes)” and naming the list 

such as “OGSv3.2 DE Genes Scout vs Recruit”. Notice that you will be 

saving 851 genes, even though the table has 885 rows. This is due to some 

of the amel_OGSv3.2 gene ids being listed more than once, due to 

multiple genes of the old gene set being merged in the new gene set. 

Finally, click “Create List” (Fig. 9C). 

 

5. The next step is to determine if any of the 851 genes in the list “OGSv3.2 DE 

Genes Scout vs Recruit” are found in the list “OGSv3.2 genes within 50kb of 

SNPs for scouting.” Click the Lists tab in the navigation bar. If necessary, switch 

from the Upload page to the View page by clicking “View” in the brown bar 

below the navigation bar. Check the boxes next to the lists you made, “OGSv3.2 

DE Genes Scout vs Recruit” and “OGSv3.2 genes within 50kb of SNPs for 

scouting.” Click “Intersect” in the white “Actions” bar above your list of lists. 

Name the list for the intersection, such as “DE vs genes within 50kb SNP 

intersection” and click “Save” (Fig. 10). Now you have a list of 22 DE genes that 

are located within 50kb of the SNPs associated with scouting behavior .	  

 

Once you have your final list of genes, you would like to get more information 

about them. You have many options. We will show two approaches: using column 
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manager to add gene descriptions and pathway information and using the list in a 

template query to retrieve GO terms. 

 

6. The first step is to use the column manager on the table provided on the list 

analysis page.  

a. If necessary, return to the table by clicking on the name of the list “DE vs 

genes within 50kb SNP intersection” shown on the Lists “View” page. 

b. Click “Manage Columns” above the table. First we will remove columns 

that are not of interest (Fig. 11A). Click the red circle next to all columns 

except “Gene >> DB identifier”. We are not interested in “Gene >> 

Symbol” or “Gene >> Name”, because OGS gene sources are not assigned 

symbols or names.  

c. Now we would like to retrieve additional information, including gene 

symbols, descriptions, and pathways, associated with RefSeq genes (Fig. 

11B). Click the green “+ Add a Column” button on the upper right. Scroll 

down the data model tree to find “Db Cross References” and click the “+” 

button. Along the way, you may wish to close the “Organism”, 

“Chromosome Location” and “Chromosome” parts of the tree, which were 

open because their attributes were included in the original table. Within 

“Db Cross References”, open the “Cross Reference” subtree. Under 

“Cross Reference”, select “Symbol”, “Description” and “DB identifier”. 

Once selected, each will be highlighted in a blue bar. Scroll further down 

within the “Db Cross References” subtree and open the sub-subtree for 
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“Pathways”. Be sure that the “Pathways” you open is descended from “Db 

Cross References”, rather than the one you could find further down the 

page directly descended from “Gene”. Within the correct “Pathways”, 

select “Identifier” and “Name” so that each is highlighted in a blue bar. 

Now all of the columns you will be adding are highlighted in blue.  

d. Click the green “Add 5 new columns” box. You are returned to the 

column list, which includes your new columns listed in the order of 

output. If you wish to change the output order, use the arrows next to the 

column name to move the position (Fig. 11C).  

e. Click “Apply Changes”. You will notice that you have only 9 rows of 

output, even though you started with 22 gene ids. This is due to the lack of 

pathway information for 13 genes. You would still like to see symbols and 

gene descriptions for all genes, so you can modify the default requirement 

that a relationship must be present in order for output to be provided.  

f. Click the “Manage Relationships” button. Toggle the relationship for 

“Gene >> Db Cross References >> Cross Reference Pathways” to be 

optional, and click “Apply Changes” (Fig. 12A). The table now has a row 

for each gene. When you make a relationship optional, the table format is 

modified so that rows contain embedded subtables, each indicating the 

number of results in that subtable. Clicking on a subtable opens it for 

viewing. Your output shows that most genes have zero or one pathway 

annotation. GB52164 (cyclin-dependent kinase 7) and GB52468 

(cytochrome b-c1 complex subunit 8) are each annotated with two 
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pathways. Click “2 pathways” in a cell to view the pathway names (Fig. 

12B). If you choose to export the table using the “Export” button, and 

download all columns, the pathway information will no longer be shown 

as embedded rows. For this table, the exported file has 24 rows, since two 

genes each have two pathways, and 14 of the rows have no information in 

the pathway columns. 

 

7. The final task is to use a template query to retrieve gene ontology terms for our 

intersection gene list. Click “Home” in the navigation bar and click “Function” in 

the template category bar on the home page. 	  

a. Click the template name “Gene → GO Terms” (Fig. 13A). In the template 

pop-up menu, under “Gene > DB identifier” check “constrain to be”, 

select “IN”, and select your intersection list, “DE vs genes within 50kb 

SNP intersection”. There is no need to select the organism, since these 

identifiers are unique to A. mellifera, but if you are unsure, you could 

toggle on the “Organism → Short Name” constraint and select “A. 

mellifera”. 	  

b. Click “Show Results”. The output provides GO identifiers and terms. 

Clicking on the histogram symbol to show the column summary for Gene 

DB Identifier shows that 19 of your 22 genes are annotated with GO terms 

(Fig. 13B). Mousing over either a GO term identifier or name within the 

table allows you to see a description of the term. The Namespace column 

indicates whether each term is part of the biological process, molecular 
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function or cellular component ontology, and you can filter for any one of 

these using the column header tools. The Qualifier column shows whether 

any term is annotated with a term such as “NOT” or “Contributes to”, 

which would indicate that the given function is not intended to describe 

the actual function of the gene.  The grey “NO VALUE” result represents 

the usual case in which the gene is annotated to have the function listed. It 

is always a good idea to view the column summary in the Qualifier 

column to see if it contains any information needed to properly interpret a 

GO annotation, and perhaps filter out rows with “NOT” or keep only rows 

with “NO VALUE”.	  

 

3. Notes 

 

3.1 HymenepteraMine Release for this Chapter 

The most current release of HymenopteraMine can be accessed from the main HGD 

navigation bar, or with the following URL: 

http://hymenopteragenome.org/hymenopteramine/. This chapter is based on 

HymenopteraMine release 1.2, which will be maintained here once it is no longer the 

current release: http://hymenopteragenome.org/hymenopteramine-release-1.2/. You can 

perform this example anonymously, but it is advisable to login to your MyMine account 

so that you can save your work.	  

 

3.2 Computing Database Cross References 

http://hymenopteragenome.org/hymenopteramine/
http://hymenopteragenome.org/hymenopteramine-release-1.2/
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We compute database cross references for gene identifiers based on overlapping coding 

exons on the same strand. When alternate assemblies are used for generating the primary 

gene sets, we first use the UCSC LiftOver tool [37] to map OGS genes to the newest 

RefSeq genome assembly. We do not attempt to compute database cross references for 

individual transcripts. 

 

3.3 Computing Aliases 

To assign HGD identifiers to consortium gene sets that do not have gene ids, we identify 

transcripts originating from the same gene locus based on overlapping coding sequences. 

Each group of overlapping transcripts is assigned a gene identifier in the form of species 

code plus a set of digits (e.g. SINV10017). Transcripts are assigned identifiers that 

include the gene id plus a suffix in the form of “-RA”, where the last letter varies to 

distinguish transcript isoforms. There is a 1-to-1 relationship between consortium 

transcript identifiers and HGD transcript identifiers. 

 

In addition to assigning HGD identifiers, we compute aliases for old and new gene sets of 

the same source (e.g. aliases between A. mellifera OGSv1 and OGSv3.2). In order to do 

so, we first map the old gene set to a newer assembly (if necessary) using the UCSC 

LiftOver tool, and then compute overlapping coding sequences on the same strand to 

identify coding transcripts from the same gene locus. We then assign as Aliases any pair 

of genes that have any coding sequence in common. Most gene ids have 1-to-1 alias 

relationships, but some genes have no alias or multiple aliases due to disagreement in 

gene models. 
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3.5 Computing Gene Expression Levels and Variant Effects 

We download fastq files for A. mellifera Illumina runs with reads of at least 100bp from 

the SRA, trim for adaptors using Fastq-MCF (https://code.google.com/p/ea-

utils/wiki/FastqMcf), trim for quality using DynamicTrim [38] and align reads to the A. 

mellifera genome assembly Amel_4.5 using TopHat2 [39]. We determine FPKM 

(Fragments Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads) and normalized read 

counts for each expression dataset for transcripts in the amel_OGSv3.2 and RefSeq gene 

sets using cuffquant and cuffnorm, which are part the Cufflinks package [40]. We also 

use HTSeq [41] to determine raw read counts per transcript, and use the raw counts to 

compute RPKM (Reads Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads). We 

compute A. mellifera SNP effects using SnpEff [42].	  

 

3.6 Orthologues 

HymenopteraMine includes orthologues from OrthoDB [29], which identifies 

orthologous groups of genes that are descended from a single ancestral gene. We use the 

OrthoDB data set computed based on a common insect ancestor to allow the inclusion of 

Drosophila melanogaster (a Dipteran). This means that any orthologous group in 

HymenopteraMine can include duplicated genes that emerged after divergence from the 

common insect ancestor. All pairwise relationships within an orthologous group are 

called orthologues even if some might be classified as paralogues in an analysis of a 

smaller taxonomic group (e.g. the relationship between A. mellifera and A. florea genes 

https://code.google.com/p/ea-utils/wiki/FastqMcf
https://code.google.com/p/ea-utils/wiki/FastqMcf
https://code.google.com/p/ea-utils/wiki/FastqMcf
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since divergence from the Apis ancestor). Users may investigate gene lineages in 

OrthoDB to clarify relationships. 

 

3.7 Drosophila melanogaster data 

In order to leverage orthology with well-annotated fly genes, we use the same FlyBase 

release that was used in the OrthoDB release, and it may not be the most recent FlyBase 

release. 

 

3.8 Sequence Identifiers used in BLAST Databases 

Sequence identifiers used in BLAST databases of genome assemblies are the same 

identifiers used in JBrowse. RefSeq or GenBank chromosome and scaffold identifiers are 

used for all species except A. mellifera, for which the original consortium identifiers are 

used. The identifiers used for RNA or protein BLAST databases are either the RefSeq 

identifier or the HGD official gene set identifier. For species with new assigned HGD 

identifiers, the original consortium ids are also provided in the BLAST output. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. The Hymenoptera Genome Database (HGD) includes three divisions – BeeBase, 

NasoniaBase and the Ant Genomes Portal. The navigation bar on the HGD home page provides 

access to each of the divisions, as well as to resources available to all three divisions (e.g. 

HymenopteraMine and BLAST). The navigation bar for each division provides tabs to division 

specific resources (e.g. JBrowse and data download pages) as well as links the HGD shared 

resources and the HGD homepage. 

 

Figure 2. The HymenopteraMine navigation bar is available on all HymenopteraMine pages. The 

HymenopteraMine home pages provides the Quick Search and Quick List tools, and access to 

categorized template queries.   

 

Figure 3. The Quick Search tool performs a full text search and retrieves all data objects 

containing the searched term. A faceted selector to the left of the result list allows you to filter 

results by data class or organism.  

 

Figure 4. The hierarchical data model tree, accessible by clicking “Browse Data Model” on the 

QueryBuilder page, shows the data classes in HymenopteraMine and numbers of data objects for 

each class. Clicking an “i” symbol provides a definition for a data class. 

 

Figure 5. The Model Browser and Query Overview are used in query construction. A) Query 

construction is initiated by clicking CONSTRAIN. A pop-up menu allows entry of a constraint, 

such as an identifier. After clicking “Add to Query” the constraint is shown in the Query 



	  

Overview. B) During query construction, to easily navigate to the correct subtree to add 

additional attributes related to a particular data class, click on the word in brown font shown next 

to the data class in the Query Overview. Here, clicking “Gene” next to “Cross Reference” allows 

you to navigate to the correct area of the Model Browser to add the symbol of the cross reference 

gene. C) The first subclass under “Homologues Homologue” is “Gene”, with a red up arrow, 

indicating that it is a reference to the parent “Gene” class, rather than the homologous gene. 

Look further down to see “Homologue Gene”. Clicking “Show” next to “DB identifier” under 

“Homologue Gene” adds an output column for the gene id of the homologue. D) The “DB 

Identifier” selected to show here is for the “Cross Reference Gene” within the “Db Cross 

References x Ref” collection that is a subclass of “Homologue Gene” rather than the “Db Cross 

References x Ref” collection that is a subclass of “Gene”. E) This final Query Overview shows 

two query constraints and eight output columns. F) After query construction is complete, you can 

rearrange columns in the “Columns to Display” section. At the bottom of the page are options to 

save, export and run the query. The “Start building a template query” button shows up if you are 

logged into MyMine. 

 

Figure 6. A) The Regions search interface takes chromosome coordinate input lists in several 

formats. B) The output of a Regions search consists of pages showing results for each region. 

The “Create List by feature type” function allows you to create a list of identifiers for further use 

in HymenopteraMine. C) After creating a list, the list is presented in a List Analysis page. Since 

this is a list of all A. mellifera genes within the searched regions, it includes genes from two gene 

sets. The table can be filtered for one gene set using the column summary tool in the column 

header. D) A new list can be created from the filtered table.  



	  

 

Figure 7. Enrichment Widgets appear when you view any list of gene identifiers. However, the 

default background population gene list is usually not the appropriate dataset for the analysis. 

The background population can be changed and replaced with one of the premade gene lists for 

each species, or you can use the Lists tool to create a custom background population gene list for 

your study. 

 

Figure 8. A) The Lists Upload page accepts any identifier, but the identifier will not be validated 

in the HymenopteraMine lookup step unless the correct data class is selected. Here “Alias 

Name” is selected, because the A. mellifera identifiers in the entered list are from the old 

(amel_OGSv1) gene set. B) After performing a lookup, some identifiers are eliminated from the 

list because they are not found in HymenopteraMine. C) Clicking “Save a list of 775 

AliasNames” in the previous figure leads to this list of alias identifiers. Enrichment widgets are 

not provided since this is not a list of primary gene set identifiers. 

 

Figure 9. A) The list of alias ids can be used in the “Alias ID → Gene ID” template query to 

convert the identifiers to primary gene set ids. The optional constraint for Gene > Source is 

turned on, and amel_OGSv3.2 is selected so that only ids from that gene set will be returned. B) 

The output of the template query includes amel_OGSv1 ids and amel_OGSv3,2 ids. The first 

two rows demonstrate that there is not always a one-to-one correspondence in ids due to changes 

in gene models in the updated gene set, as amel_OGSv1 id GB11731 is listed in both rows, with 

cross references to amel_OGSv3.2 genes GB40009 and GB40010, due to the original gene being 

split in the new gene set. C) Saving the final list of amel_OGSv3.2 gene ids by clicking “Save as 



	  

List” above the table, shows that 851 genes will be saved, even though the table has 885 rows. 

This is due to multiple genes of the old gene set being merged in the new gene set. 	  

 

Figure 10. A List intersection is performed on the Lists View page by selecting each list, clicking 

“Intersection”, and providing a name for the new list.	  

 

Figure 11. A) The “Manage Columns” button above the HymenopteraMine table leads to an 

interface displaying the columns in order. A column can be deleted by clicking the red circle, and 

the column position can be modified using the up or down arrows. B) Clicking “ + Add a 

Column” in the previous menu leads to a hierarchical display of the data model, similar to the 

Model Browser in the QueryBuilder, but without the means for adding constraints. A column is 

selected by clicking the name so it is highlighted in a blue bar. C) Once clicking “Apply 

Changes” after selecting columns, the column list is updated to include the new columns. 

Clicking “Apply Changes” once more leads to the updated table. 

 

Figure 12. A) The Manage Relationships interface allows you to modify the default property that 

all relationships must be present in order for a row to be present in the output. In our example, 

we started with 22 genes but after adding new columns (Fig. 11), the number of genes in the 

table is reduced to 9. This is due to lack of pathway information for 13 genes. We can modify the 

relationship to remove the requirement for the existence of a pathway. B) After modifying the 

pathway relationship, all 22 genes are included in the output table. Making the relationship 

optional also changes the format of the output, so that the column(s) included in the optional 



	  

relationship are now shown as embedded subtables that can be clicked on to view. Exporting the 

table changes the format back to inline with missing values for some rows. 

 

Figure 13. A) Our gene list can be used in the Gene → GO Term template query. It is not 

necessary to constrain the organism since the identifiers are unique to A. mellifera. B) The output 

of the template query shows that 19 of the genes are annotated with GO terms. The faded words 

“NO VALUE” in the Qualifier column are an important output in this table. “NO VALUE” is the 

result we are looking for. We may wish to filter the output for Qualifiers other than “NO 

VALUE” (such as “NOT”) so that we interpret the GO Terms correctly.	  

	    



	  

Tables 
 
Table 1. Species in the Hymenoptera Genome Database 
 

HGD Division Species Common Name or Group 
Genome/Gene Set 
Reference(s) 

BeeBase Apis mellifera European honey bee [2, 3] 
 Apis dorsata giant honey bee  
 Apis florea dwarf honey bee  
 Bombus impatiens common Eastern bumble bee [4] 
 Bombus terrestris buff-tailed bumble bee [4] 
 Eufriesea mexicana orchid bee [5] 
 Dufourea novaeangliae sweat bee [5] 
 Habropoda laboriosa Southeastern blueberry bee [5] 
 Lasioglossum albipes sweat bee [6] 
 Megachile rotundata alfalfa leafcutting bee [5] 
 Melipona quadrifasciata stingless bee [5] 
    
Ant Genomes Portal Acromyrmex echinatior Panamanian leaf cutter ant [7] 
 Atta Cephalotes leaf cutter ant [8] 
 Camponotus floridanus Florida carpenter ant  [9] 
 Cardiocondyla obscurior  [10] 
 Cerapachys biroi clonal raider ant  [11] 
 Harpegnathos saltator jumping ant  [9] 
 Linepithema humile Argentine ant  [12] 
 Pogonomyrmex barbatus red harvester ant  [13] 
 Solenopsis invicta red fire ant  [14] 
 Wasmannia auropuncata little fire ant   
    
NasoniaBase Nasonia vitripennis parasitoid jewel wasp [15,16] 
 
 
Table 2. HymenopteraMine External Data Sources 
 
Data Source Reference 
BioGrid [22] 
dbSNP [23] 
FlyBase [24] 
FlyReactome [25] 
Gene Ontology [26] 
InterPro [27] 
KEGG [28] 
OrthoDB [29] 
PubMed [30] 
Reactome [25] 
RefSeq [31] 
SRA [32] 
UniProt [33] 
UniProt-GOA [34] 



	  

 
 
Table 3. Gene set and alias data source names in HymenopteraMine. “HGD” and “C” (for 

Consortium) indicate alternative identifiers for official gene sets. OrthoDB aliases may change in 

the future. “G” or “T” indicates whether alias ids are for genes (G) or transcripts (T). 

Species Primary Gene Set Data Source Name(s) Alias Source Name(s) (G or T) 
A. dorsata Ador_RefSeq Ador_OrthoDB (G) 
A. echinatior aech_OGSv3.8_HGD, Aech_RefSeq aech_OGSv3.8_C (T) 
A. florea Aflo_RefSeq Aflo_OrthoDB (G) 
A. mellifera amel_OGSv3.2, Amel_RefSeq amel_OGSv1 (G) 
B. impatiens bimp_OGSv1.0, Bimp_RefSeq Bimp_OrthoDB (G) 
B. terrestris Bter_RefSeq Bter_OrthoDB (G) 
C. biroi armyant.OGS.V1.8.6_HGD, Cbir_RefSeq armyant.OGS.V1.8.6_C (T) 
C. floridanus cflo_OGSv3.3_HGD, Cflo_RefSeq cflo_OGSv3.3_C (T) 
C. obscurior cobs_OGSv1.4  

D. novaeangliae 
Dufourea_novaeangliae_v1.1_HGD, 
Dnov_RefSeq 

Dufourea_novaeangliae_v1.1_C, 
Dnov_OrthoDB (T) 

E. mexicana 
Eufriesea_mexicana_v1.1_HGD Eufriesea_mexicana_v1.1_C, 

Emex_OrthoDB (T) 

H. laboriosa 
Habropoda_laboriosa_v1.2_HGD Habropoda_laboriosa_v1.2_C, 

Hlab_OrthoDB (T) 
H. saltator hsal_OGSv3.3_HGD, Hsal_RefSeq hsal_OGSv3.3_C (T) 
L. albipes lalb_OGSv5.42_HGD lalb_OGSv5.42_C (T) 
L. humile lhum_OGSv1.2, Lhum_RefSeq  

M. rotundata 
Megachile_rotundata_v1.1_HGD, 
Mrot_RefSeq 

Megachile_rotundata_v1.1_C, 
Mrot_OrthoDB (T) 

M. quadrifasciata 
Melipona_quadrifasciata_v1.1_HGD Melipona_quadrifasciata_v1.1_C, 

Mqua_OrthoDB (T) 
N. vitripennis nvit_OGSv1.2, Nvit_EviGene, Nvit_RefSeq  
P. barbatus pbar_OGSv1.2, Pbar_RefSeq  
S. invicta sinv_OGSv2.2.3_HGD, Sinv_RefSeq sinv_OGSv2.2.3_C (T) 
W. auropuncata Waur_RefSeq Waur_OrthoDB (G) 



	  

Table 4. Primary gene or protein identifiers used in data sets for different species. 

E=Evidential Gene Set (N. vitripennis), F=FlyBase, O=OGS, R=RefSeq, U=UniProt. 
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Data Set 
!  

Gene BioGRID          F             

Gene Evidential 
Gene Set                   E    

Gene GO R R  O,R O,R R R  R F,R R   R  R   O,R R R R 

Gene KEGG    R      F         R    

Gene  Official Gene 
Set O   O O  O O O  O O O O O O O O O O O  

Gene OrthoDB O R R O O R O O R F O O O O O O O O E O O R 

Gene Publications R R R O,R R R R  R F,R    R  R R  O,R R R  

Gene  RefSeq R R R R R R R  R  R   R  R R  R R R R 

Gene Gene 
Symbols R R R R R R R  R F R   R  R R  R R R R 

Protein Fly 
Reactome          U             

Protein InterPro U U U U  U U  U U U   U  U U U  U U  

Protein Reactome          U             

Protein UniProt R R R O,R O,R R R  R F R   R  R R  O,R R O,R  

Transcript Gene 
Expression    O                   

Sequence 
Variant dbSNP    R                   

 
	    



	  

Table 5. SNP locations from [9] for use in the example described in Subheading 2.4.11. 
 
Group1:2097573..2097573 Group6:16625187..16625187 Group12:2253248..2253248 
Group1:2097586..2097586 Group7:9560908..9560908 Group12:2253284..2253284 
Group1:2179980..2179980 Group8:12005663..12005663 Group12:2253301..2253301 
Group1:7106109..7106109 Group9:4087742..4087742 Group12:2253308..2253308 
Group1:9605960..9605960 Group9:7003402..7003402 Group12:2253502..2253502 
Group1:9612560..9612560 Group9:11035994..11035994 Group12:2253524..2253524 
Group1:9976934..9976934 Group10:5450230..5450230 Group12:2253528..2253528 
Group2:3079339..3079339 Group10:8609127..8609127 Group12:2253589..2253589 
Group2:7060217..7060217 Group10:8624631..8624631 Group12:2253812..2253812 
Group2:7064150..7064150 Group12:1118838..1118838 Group12:2253824..2253824 
Group2:8478663..8478663 Group12:1137567..1137567 Group12:2278672..2278672 
Group2:9476451..9476451 Group12:1219747..1219747 Group12:2282983..2282983 
Group2:14317970..14317970 Group12:1294097..1294097 Group12:2302941..2302941 
Group4:5736174..5736174 Group12:1325665..1325665 Group12:2383470..2383470 
Group4:5812780..5812780 Group12:1421540..1421540 Group12:2425407..2425407 
Group4:5816424..5816424 Group12:1473174..1473174 Group12:2484094..2484094 
Group4:5823271..5823271 Group12:1473195..1473195 Group12:2618272..2618272 
Group4:6418141..6418141 Group12:1640082..1640082 Group12:2872625..2872625 
Group4:6472951..6472951 Group12:1744256..1744256 Group12:2872631..2872631 
Group5:471817..471817 Group12:1770057..1770057 Group12:2996797..2996797 
Group5:471818..471818 Group12:1805764..1805764 Group12:3535567..3535567 
Group5:10104581..10104581 Group12:1814177..1814177 Group12:3535855..3535855 
Group5:10232114..10232114 Group12:1814180..1814180 Group12:3540115..3540115 
Group5:11006033..11006033 Group12:1820238..1820238 Group12:3607075..3607075 
Group5:11012508..11012508 Group12:1842196..1842196 Group12:3614603..3614603 
Group5:11012515..11012515 Group12:1842255..1842255 Group12:3638525..3638525 
Group5:11012516..11012516 Group12:1842386..1842386 Group12:3682798..3682798 
Group5:11012538..11012538 Group12:1842411..1842411 Group12:3845071..3845071 
Group5:11048772..11048772 Group12:1842525..1842525 Group12:4531251..4531251 
Group5:11062231..11062231 Group12:1859484..1859484 Group12:4636018..4636018 
Group5:11063028..11063028 Group12:1859516..1859516 Group12:5139164..5139164 
Group5:11095696..11095696 Group12:1882625..1882625 Group12:5500706..5500706 
Group5:11104858..11104858 Group12:1916728..1916728 Group12:9498320..9498320 
Group5:11134225..11134225 Group12:2160939..2160939 Group13:9587246..9587246 
Group5:11286749..11286749 Group12:2195252..2195252 Group15:6478761..6478761 
Group6:1062671..1062671 Group12:2196250..2196250 Group16:1670311..1670311 
Group6:4544720..4544720 Group12:2206117..2206117 Group16:1670313..1670313 
Group6:12559697..12559697 Group12:2215036..2215036 Group16:6118876..6118876 
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